Job Lot Majority StoArmat Classic
Plus Reinforcing Compound

£19.99
HIGH QUALITY Organic, cement-free reinforcing compound/base coat, ready-to-use • Exterior
and interior • On to organic and mineral substrates • As a reinforcing compound for StoTherm
Classic and StoVentec Facades, as well as a levelling and renovation filler • Not suitable for
horizontal or sloping surfaces subject to weathering Minimum of 45 Tubs of StoArmat Classic
Plus (Still Useable) Plus a Mix of other Makes Minimum of 45 useable tubs These are used items
and have scratches and marks on them. Ref: GBL Shipping costs: Prices quoted for shipping by
courier are based on delivery to England & Wales only. Highlands, Ireland, and Islands may cost
more so please enquire prior to bidding.Product
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